BASIC WORKSHEET- 1
Grade- VII
Name of the Student: ______________________Grade/Sec: _______________ Branch ______________

ENGLISH
There is a family in London whose surname is Grammar. There is a couple Mr. Noun and
Mrs. Verb. The couple has three children a son, pronoun and two daughters, adverb and
adjective. The son (pronoun) has to do all the work of his father in his absence. The daughters
love each other but there is a difference in them. Adjective loves her father and brother and
keeps praising them. Adverb loves her mother more and she always modifies her when there
is a need. There are two servants in the family preposition and conjunction. Preposition is the
chief servant. He is the official servant of his master conjunction is a family servant and looks
after every member of the family. The interjection joins family in the times of joy and
sorrow.
 A noun is a word used as a name of a person place and thing.
Ex: Rama, Cow & Manikonda
 Pronoun he she, it, they, I, we, you, this, that, these, those.
 Verb action words - read, jump, right.
 Adjective is a word used to express the quality quantity number and to point out a
particular person or thing
 Adverb describes a work and adds to the meaning of a verb. Slowly ,fastly ,sadly ,up
,down ,near, place, now , then, already, time, once , twice, numbers, wh words are
interrogatives
 Preposition a word placed before a noun or pronoun to show relation to other words at
to under on ...
 Conjunction joining words
I.
Identify the parts of speech of the underlined words
1. Manoj went to Delhi and returned yesterday
2. Trust begets trust
3. The tide can lift heavy ships
4. Every Indian is a personal friend of Ramanujan
5. Historical Precedent it is good place to start
6. It took three tries to pass into Sand Hurst
7. We learnt English thoroughly
8. The examination were great trial to me
9. He was a great fighter for me
10.The faster and object moves the more work it can

11.Energy is something that as work inside
12.It's tearing down the walls of the world’s tyranics
13.She took her to an oculist and learnt that Helen was blind
14.Table manners were applying
15.Helen was intensively tutored
16.Hasan at 10 years already was reading
17.Helen was deaf too
18.I wrote my name at the top of the page
19.I would whip then hard for that
20.It became invisible emboded into our daily existence
II.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pick out the prepositions from the following
What are you looking at
She comes at 12 o'clock
Stood before me
I shall finish the work in a hour
We went to the railway station

III. Pick out the verbs from the following
1. Always do what is right
2. He lives next door
3. It rained for three hours
4. The boy stole a mango
5. He swears on God
IV. Underline the adjectives from the following
1. That is a heavy box
2. It is a wonderful idea
3. Sita lives in a small room
4. We saw a blind boy
5. Gandhi was a man of few words
V.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Circle the adverbs from the following
This year the monsoon started early
He did the work quickly
He never spoke the truth
It is quite right
My mother has gone upstairs

VI.

Frame any 15 sentences with the letter with formula subject + verb + object
that (S+V+O)must start with a same letter
Example:




Sita sings a song
Brijesh bridges a bridge

VII. Write a letter to Health officer complaining about the insanitary conditions of
your locality.
VIII. Write any 10 precautions and preventions how to root out COVID-19.

